Islamic Fundamentalism - A Major Distraction for 25 Years

Introduction

1- Ever since the rise of the so called Islamic Fundamentalist which was
planned and executed by the combined efforts of the intelligence Services of Certain
Countries, in particular the English MI5, and a certain so called rouge elements within the
CIA of United States who due to their on going relationship with their English Counter
Part, facilitated and help the rise of Islamic Fundamentalist, who in fact are nothing but a
bunch of Murdering, thieves and bullies who if any thing, they should be called the true
Hezbe-Satan, in contrast to what they like to call themselves which as every one knows is
Hezbollah or Party of God, which in fact based on their deeds they are most definitely
deserve to be within the camp of Satan .

Then if one believes in God and also in the devil, then if and only if the
followers of the Devil or Satan had some how organized themselves into a collection of
like minded Murderers, Thieves and Liars, would they call themselves the Party of Satan
or Hezbollah (the Party of God)?

2-The natural question for those who are not familiar with the political and
economy of the past 30 to 35 years is why did Britain and United States, two of the
leading Western countries through their intelligence Services would want to devise a Plan,
to create and support a movement of so called “Islamic Fundamentalist”, that on the face
of things, and with respect to the current status of the world events, having proven and
shown their true identity can only be considered to be detrimental to our way of life,
threatens / destroys our livelihood and can eventually destroys Civilizations. The only
logical explanation is that the Greed and thievery of Government of England, which does
not recognize any boundary, frontier or rights of other countries, and who are willing to
steal, assassinate, deceive, lie and cheat and every other characteristics that can be
affiliated with followers of Satan on one hand and the Greed of International Oil
Companies, with the help and assistance of the hired hands from the Intelligent operatives
of MI6, MI5, and their bodies, and friends in the CIA, managed to orchestrate and
produce the scenario and the theater and the acts that we have witnessed to date.

Background

3-During the late 1960’s the British Economy was in shambles and to some
extent the US Economy was in relative weakness, where the English Government was
forced to apply and solicit for Large Loans/ funds from the International Banking Circles,
with little or no success. During this period, the labor Government was in Power and
there were a considerable unrest within the various Labor Unions and the English
Government was constantly on the brink of major shakedown.

4-It was during this particular period that a group of White Hall Civil
Servants, of English decent, decided to take the Matters into their own hand and to use
whatever mean necessary to remedy the economy and the political unrest, which included
but not limited to manipulating the election in England, dirty tricks / or assassination or
disappearance of key labor union personnel and hence thereafter resulting in the
Conservative Party’s winning of the Election.

5-It is worth noting that the so called Defense Industry in England is a major
Exporter of Arms to almost any one who wishes to place purchase Orders, and in the
early 70’s among the many contracts that were in place was the Limited Production and
final Assembly of the Chieftain Tanks in a City in the Western Iran. This contract like
most other Contracts was signed by the Shah of Iran, a true friend to the United States. At
the same time there was a Financing arrangement whereby the City of London was the
recipient of a one Billion Dollar Loan from Iran to repair the aging sewer and Water
Distribution system, the first installments of $ 300 Million having been paid . Some time
during the 1976 -1977 Period there was a complain against the British Company involved
in the Chieftain Tanks project as to not doing the work satisfactorily per signed Contract/
agreement and this issue was brought up to the attention of the Higher ups all the way to
the Shah, who wanted to know why the English Company was not performing the Work
per their Contractual obligation and Schedule. As it is generally the Case, the English
Company did not respond in a Satisfactory Manner, resulting in Shah stopping the second
payment of the
$ 300 Million of the $ 1.00 Billion loan to the City of London.

Devil at work

6-Subsequently, James Callaghan, the British Prime Minister at the time flow
to Tehran wanting to meet with the Shah of Iran, to inquire why the $ 300 Million was
not paid out. Once in Tehran he was kept in waiting for almost two hours before meeting
with the Shah, where both sides discussed the Issues, but James Callahan Left this
meeting with the notion that they (The British Government, and in particular the Civil
Servants of the English Government who work in the White Hall) have to topple the Shah,
one way or another. Of course, then all the dirty tricks, lies, deception, black mail,
assassinations and what ever else, which are the Standard tools of the Intelligence
Service, can be employed in order to achieve their set objective.

7- Roughly at the same period, on the other side of Atlantic, The worst
president in the History of United States, the brainless, Jimmy the Teeth, Jimmy Cater
had been elected. Some fellow Georgians, who had gotten excited by this election and
who were very close friends and supporters of Jimmy Cater, convinced Jimmy Cater, that
this is their time to get rich and for Jimmy to Contact the Shah, and arrange for Shah to
cancel a large Contract for a Project to Construct a Major Port in Southern Part of Iran.
This contract had been given to a leading well know Construction Company in United
States, namely Brown and Root and then shah was asked to add ten percent to the
Contract value and sign a new contract with the Corporation owned by friends of Jimmy
Carter, then in turn these friends of Jimmy Carter were to sign a Contract with Brown and
Roots for the same amount as before, and pocket the ten (10) percent, with obvious kick
backs to Jimmy Carter, or his Lackey brother, Billy Carter.

8-Somehow or rather Shah did not accept this arrangement and declined to
cancel the Brown and Root Contract, resulting in Jimmy Carter feeling rejected, thinking
to himself that since he is the President of a Super Power, and he deserves the Kick
back. From that time Jimmy Carter had adequate personal reason to start his Human
Right Campaign, against the Shah. This is a demonstration of well know human
weaknesses
“Pure Greed”, from there Jimmy Carter’s Campaign of Human Rights against the Shah of
Iran was orchestrated, with all the necessary support from the White House.

9-On the other side of the Atlantic, the English Government with the use of
their intelligence services such as MI5 and MI6 and through their Network of Spies found
out about the failed attempt by Jimmy Carter at extortion by his Georgian cronies
and knew that they have a solid allay in the President of United States , and the British
Government( MI5, MI6 Staff and the Civil Servants in white Hall) devised a plan where
by they would use the resources of United States as well as their own assets, and told
their lackey’s the Turban wearing murdering thieves the in Iran that since they were far

removed from Power, and they have to rely on Government’s Hand outs, if the British
Government ( MI5, MI6 and the Civil Servants in White Hall) are successful in
dethroning the Shah , then all the proceeds and the resulting Revenue from the Sale of
Iranian Oil would be paid to the English Government. Then the so called Clergy or
Mollahs, having every thing to gain and nothing to lose, agreed to this proposition.
Another Ally of this British Plot was Shah of Iran’s closest American friend David
Rockefeller of Exxon, who financed the Iranian Upheaval to the Tune of more than one
Billion Dollars whose company Exxon continued to purchase 300,000 Barrel Per Day of
Iranian Crude Oil at considerable discount for many years after the fall of the Shah,
which by the way was then against the then laws of the United states.

10-The rest of events have been adequately documented, except since the
American Companies were no loner able to openly deal in Iran, the British MI5, who
were instrumental in bringing to Power a Brutal Bunch of Turban wearing Murderers,
and thieves under the well promoted and advertised slogan of Islamic Revolutionaries ( a
creation of MI5, MI6) proceeded to instruct the Mollahs to keep the anti- American
Fever alive, and if they think to do otherwise, then they will have to face the wrath of the
Americans as well as the Iranian People if and when they make a come back to
power. The creation of the Islamic Schools or Maderssa in neighboring and /or other
countries such as Pakistan, and Turkey were part of the same plan, to change or influence
the Politics of these countries and reduce or Eliminate the Reach of US Government and
US Corporation in that part of the world, resulting in a environment that there are no
safety for a United States Passport holders to travel.

11- However, it is worth noting that those U.S Corporation that could make
the necessary arrangements could still go and work on various projects in Iran using
Canadian Passport. This British Plan has been in effect, and since they are getting
extremely rich by stealing the Iranian Oil Revenue, the estimated amount of which is well
over a Trillion Dollars resulting in not needing to borrow any money, and to be able to
renovate the entire Public infrastructure in England. Also this infusion of sudden wealth
has pushed the price of the Real Estate to very high levels, increases of over 500 % or
more over the 1979 Values, since the fall of the Shah, all over England, including
Northern England. Obviously they have not invented any thing drastic to become so Rich,
except being Good at what they have been doing, Stealing other peoples money and
Wealth.

12- From the point of view of the English Civil Servants in White Hall it pays
to steal the wealth of other countries, other people’s money, and the English have a very
long and distinguished history in that whether to Partner with Pirates of the High Seas,

and award them with Knighthood such as Captain Drake or steal the wealth of the Other
Countries under the pretext of Common Market.

13-One should not ignore that if for whatever reason the access of British
Government ( Civil Servants in White Hall) to this wealth of Iranian Oils, which by any
and all interpretation of International law is being stolen by illegal means every day, then
it is only common sense that one should realized that the British Government will do its
out most to prevent any and all things that may effect this arrangement , in fact
based on the recent events it appears that they want to expand this arrangement to Iraq,
whereby they are working with the assets of United States ( The full United States
Military), but the end result within a few years could be a similar Government of Turban
Wearing Thieves and Murderers as that of Iran, and the Oil Revenues of both Iran as
well as Iraq would be paid to the Accounts under the control of British Government in
London or else where, which the English Civil Servants in White Hall may refer to as a
“Bounty” which they have earned/ deserved , and they may even offer kick backs to their
allies or counter parts working with them in various positions of Power within the United
States establishment, including but not limiting to US Congress, US Mass Media, and
Writers of Political Column, or pens for Sale etc.

14-It is worth noting that the Sales Office of National Iranian Oil Company is
and has been in London, England, since the events of 1979 and the proceed from the Sale
of Iranian Oil is deposited into various accounts designated by the British Government,
and is used like a huge slush Fund.

15-Therefore the only way to prevent the spread of the terrorism is to stop this
theft and the financial arrangement between the Thieves in London and their lackey’s in
Tehran and to deposit these funds into a Trust account to be used by the rightful
Government of Iran once a free election can take place.

16-Now, it seems that some time after September 11, the United States
Government confronted the British Government about their hanky Panky dealings with
the Turban wearing thieves and Murderers in Tehran, and wanting to know about the
financial arrangement and how much money the British Government are making and as
always they lied and said that they are only getting 50 %, the actual number is 100 %
of Oil Revenue as well as financing all the purchases and Letters of Credit issued by the
so called national Iranian Oil Company at 20 % Interest through various well known
Banks in London.

17-One should see the way the British Government through their Intelligence
Services has set up this financial arrangement, they would in a heart beat and gladly
sacrifice their Own Government or Prime Minister in order to keep the financial
arrangement of Stealing other peoples money or as they may feel “the free Money”, and
to allow it continue for as long as possible. Knowing that the British Government has the
biggest lobby in the United States, They are able to influence the election in United States,
if need be, defeat President Bush in the election of 2004, in the mean time using the
instrument of the United Nations to arrange for the so called free election in Iraq, and
then by the shear numbers as well as the dominance of the predominately Shiae majority,
a Government , very sympathetic to the religious majority with discreet ties to the
British Government would come to Power. As result of the previous events United States
will be promoted to the most hated nation which was not the original intention, but
resulted from behind the scene manipulation while pretending to be the stead fast ally of
the United States, mean while stabbing the United States in the back.

18- It is a well know fact that after 1979, several of the British Television
programs where referring to the fall of the shah in a way as that the United States has
been Kicked out of Iran and the British have revenged their loss of 1953, when the
Government of Mosadegh nationalized the Iranian Oil, and kicked the British out of the
Country.

19- In fact, let’s for a moment assume that all the above statements are true, and
put ourselves in place of continuously scheming MI5, the tool of White Hall and British
Government. What would we do, what are the actions that we should instigate that would
be financially beneficial for the British Government, in the short term as well as the Long
Term security for the criminal Enterprise that has been established under the auspices of
the British Government? We would encourage as much buffer as possible between those
who serve our interest such as the Turban wearing Murderers and thieves in Tehran and
those who would like nothing better than getting rid of these animals. Then it would
become obvious that the Civil Servants in White Hall and the Staff of MI5 would provide
their lackey’s all type of weapons through third parties, and encourage these Cronies to
reach out and expand their own circle of influence, thereby the British sphere of influence.

20- The moral choice lies with the free people of United States; who in the
opinion of some English Men are considered still to be living in the Colony, whose
independence was never signed off by the British Crown.

21- In our opinion the fathers and mothers of the US Military should know the
full picture and know why their sons and daughter are in Middle East fighting against the
Terrorist and who are the true Masters and beneficiary of the Terror that we are all faced
with.

22- It may require the might of United States to be used against the Civil
Servants in White Hall and the MI5 and MI6 Agents to prevent any further escalation in
the War against Terrorist. The English Government are the only one who can tell their
hired hand, the turban wearing thieves and Killers that they have to vacate the seat of
power in Tehran and stop the support of terrorist Groups. Otherwise Iraq, will be a
battlefield where a lot of brained wash people will perish and the world will further
destabilize and again the only Party that is financially benefiting from this situation will
be the lazy English Government, who by their genetic nature will always resort to theft
than working their way to a relative economic prosperity.

23- It would be relatively easy to confirm the above through the investigative
process, for all to know, who are the true Terror Masters, sitting behind a desk in White
Hall and their so called MI5 & MI6 agents who are without any and all scruples, and
there is nothing that they would not do, including lies and deceit.

24- During the early stages of the War in Afghanistan after the fall of Taliban, on
of the reports in the News paper described how the British forces are unable to find any
person from the Taliban or Al Qaeda, and they are able to sit very relaxed in local Tea
Houses, while the US Military Personnel have to watch each other back as they move
through the streets, for they would be fired upon. Then soon after the British forces were
sent home. This can only be possible if the understanding exist that the British are the
true Friends and the United States are the True Enemy.

25- It is relatively easy for the United States Congress to initiate a fact finding
mission to verify where have the British Government been receiving all these funds and
their position as the True Terror Masters of the World.

At end of the day one should watch “What They Do”, and not just lesson to
“What They Say”.

26- Due to the shear size of the Oil and Gas Fields of the both Iran and Iraq, it is
important that true Democracy is brought to both Iran and Iraq, and let them both freely
flourish, to the benefit of cross section of Industries, and do not allow the interest of
International Oil and Energy Companies to supersede the other sector of Industries.
Otherwise if the world allows that the Greed and thievery of one nation which by no
means equals to the damage done to the US Economy as result of the Sept. 11 , then
This event was also a off shoot of the so called Islamic Fundamentalist, except this time,
it is a Wahabi , Sunni imitative, Which in the over all scenario is another layer to prevent
the broader US economy to have a effect in that region.

27- The Government of Britain under the pretext of Pro- Freedom has been
housing political Extremist in England. The plot to assassinate Ahmad Shah Massoud
was hatched in England, and the British system of Government vouched for the two
assassins as legitimate Newspaper Reporters / Film Crew. Please be aware that denial is
another weapon. It is like catching a liar, or thieve and expecting truthful response /
honesty.

28- Let us assume that it is the battle of Good against Evil, well we know who is on
the side of Evil, perhaps the Grand Master of Evil. But don’t expect to roll call and any
body to stand up and introduce themselves as such. The problem with the British
Establishment is very deep and probably genetic. If one looks at any of the recent video
tape of The British Ambassador to United Nations or for that matter Tony Blair, one can
see that they taste the wealth, which is being deposited into their various accounts every
day.

29- For the purpose of informing the uninformed, one of the results of this thievery
by the English Civil servants has been the biggest Exodus in history, whereby close to 4.5
million people from Iran have left their country, that is how truly close the English and
the Mollahs rank as good Servants of their Great Grand Master, Satan.

Proposed Solution

By Hook or Crook these arrangements between the Civil Servants in White Hall
all the way up the chain to Tony Blair, the Prime Minister and their Cronies the Turban
Wearing Thieves and murders in Tehran must be terminated.

It is obvious that in a capitalist society one needs security to flourish, but for
Thieves and Killers the more chaos the better, they will thrive in insecurity and injustice.
May God show no mercy to their Soul, for they are truly evil!

The purpose for this article at this junction of time is to place the spot light over
the darkness of evil, and let the forces of light win the fight against the dark forces that
have brought havoc to our world since 1979. LET THE SUNSHINE IN.

God Bless.
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